When do the Manley-Rowe relations really hold?
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Synopsis

. .

Difficulties arising because of a standard assumption in the use of the Manlev-Rowe relations. that
penerator frequencies are incommensurable, arc &scusscd from a physical and mathematical viewpoint,
freauencies,. by. making
and relations ate developed which are valid for any. generator
.
- realistic assumDtions
concerning the generatois.
The use of these relations is shown to be equivalent t o the use of thi standard relations wh$n the
assumption is dropped that filters used in the circuitry have infinitely narrow'bandwidths.
. .

1

introduction
The Manley-Rowe relations,'now with us for about
ten years, have been tested in their application by patimetric
ampliEers, converto,p, and the 1ike:Sin~ the original deriva~ : ~ appeared, a n 4 to the best of
tion, other d e r i ~ a t i o n s have
the author's knowledge. all these derivations reauire certain
frequcncics to be i&ommensurable; i.e. they' cannot be
expressed as the ratio of two integers.
A t first glance, such a requirement seems, ber se, not
entirely in accord with physical reality. The question whether
incommensurability is a valid assumption wasraised by the
author in Reference 4; in this paper I suggest a different
reauirement that has a more ~hvsicalmotivati~n:
..
~. and rederive
the relations to incorporate the modification.
While signals at incommensurate freauencies are inevitahlv
(phase) inEoherent, this may or may not be the case wit&
waveforms at commensurate frequencies. We propose here
that the incommensurability requirement of Manley and
Rowe can more accurately be thought of as a reauirement
that all generators in the circuit should be incoherent, without
any restriction on the frequencies of the generators.
'. To be sure, this implies, in the case of harmonically related
generators, that their instantaneous frequencies should be
'almost always' incommensurable (as the irrational numbers
are infinitely denser than the rational numbers). But it seems
we cannot conclude immediately that the Manley-Rowe'
relations are valid, since they were derived in terms of steadystate frequencies.
Accordingly, the approach will be to a&e on physical
grounds that the incommensurability condition should be
replaced by an assumption of the incoherency of the generators (Section 2); in Section 3 a modified version of the
original prcbf of the relations is presented, and in Section 4
the practical application of the proof is discussed, resolving
points that seem to have been inadequately covered in the
literature.
~~~~~~~~
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2

Physical considerations
This Section will orimarilv be concerned with what
might be termed the 'caushtive elcmcnls in a circuit to which
it is desired to a ~ o l vthe Manlev Rowe relations. theeausative
elements beinithe sources or generators connected to the
network.
Sinusoidal generators are common enough devices in
practical and theoretical engineering work; commonly their
physical behaviour may be modelled by assuming they can
be represented by an impedance in series with a voltage
source e = Eo sin wt. For most applications this model
permits a mathematical analy'sis, the results of which corre
spond to physical reality; i.e. the model. is perfectly satisfactory. But it is a model, and, in a given situation, the model
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may therefore not be ~erfectlysatisfactow. because. it is not
anaccurate enough description of the physical object. For
example, it may be important to take into consideration the
fact thatwecannot in
producea discrete linespectrum
from a generator; the generator must have been constructed
and then switched on at some .finitetime, and accordingly its
frequency spectrum will be nbndiscrete.As a second example,
and o n e that will concern us more here, we note that it is
impossible to wnstsuct a generator of completely stable (i.e.
wnstant) frequency. To say, as we shall, that a generator has
frequency i, is really to say that its instantaneous output
freaueow is a~proximatelyw , and averages out at o. We
couid thinvery reasonably choose t'o model the generator
voltage by e = Re (E,,ej+em3, where 6 is a phase angle that
varies S I O ~ V in
I ~ time, h t h a mean zerb.
If we consider several generators operating simultaneously,
at frequencies wl,.w2, . o,, where there are no restrictions
on theincommensurability o r otherwise of mi, and if aUthe
generators
there is n o
~ - -are eenerating incoherentlv. i.e.
electrical conneccon between them thatserves as a synchronisins device. it is clear that we could model the zenerators
using voltages e, = Re (&,ej*ejm), where the could be
=0
assumed to vary independently. Thus, in addition to
for each i, we have, for example, && = 0 for each i, i with
i # j, wh&e the averaging isassum& to take place over a
sufficiently long time. It is, moreover, reasonable to assume
that the random orocesses described bv
- . i.e.
~ &.:. 'are
.. ersodic:
ensemble and time averages are the saine.
Of course, if there is synchronisation bet&n the generators, this model is i d j d . For example, if two generators,
could be described by el = Re (Etej+leJm"l and e2 Re (E2en~le12mlr),
so that 4, = %,, the expected value of
$i$2 is evidently n o m r o .
Taking another step toward a wnsidektion of the basic
problem, let' us now consider a circuit. containing a number
of sources, sinks and a nonlinear reactive element, without
loss of generality assumed capacitive. We shall &ume that
the sources are a set of incoherent generators 'of frequencies
o,(i = 1, 2, .. ,p). The voltages and currents present in the
circuit, and the charge on the capacitor, can be regarded not
merely as the superposition of various harmonics, but as the
superposition of various harmonics which are somehow
dependent on r$i.
If merely one generator is present, we can supposethat the
current i through the reactive element is given by

..

-

~

~

.

Here m f runs through all positive and negative integers, and
I,,,, is a complex number giving the magnitude of the m,th
harmonic when the dependence on the phase $, which is a
random variable.. is seoarated out. I t is not hard to see that
the dependence dn 4 .is precisely that given, by per~orminga
Simple
Fourierex~ansi?n
be
~
~
~
~
i and ~recalling
~ that
, 4
slowly varying.

I f two generators. of the same frequency are present,(where
by same frequency is really meant the same nominqfrequency, but independent, slowly time-varying phases) it is
intuitively clear that, for example, the fundamental component
of i will certainly contain two components, one depending
on 4, and one depending on 42. Harmonics may similarly
be broken down into subcomponeuts, and we may, in general,
write.

. ..may

write for the instantaneous charge q on the nonlinear
capacitor
.
.

or, in briefer notation,
.

.

.
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where Q(,,) is determined from q through
The coefficientsI,,,, in eqn. 2 can be calculated in terms
of i in a manner stated explicitly in the next Section. A
similar expansion applies for v, the voltage across the nonlinearreactance.
Consider now power flow at, for example, the secondharmonic frequency. This power flow can be .computed
the sum of a number of component power flows. For example,
the component of i associated with e'2di, namely Izoe2j41,
and the component of v associated with ei-2*l, namely
V2,e2j+~, will combine together to give a contribution
Re(I&V2,); the component of i associated with ei(*l+h),
namely Ilie1(41+41),and the similar component of v, nanlely
VlieJ(+l++z), give a contribution Re (ITI VII), and so on.
There will, however, be n o power flow associated with
'mixed' uimponents of v and i.,Consider, for example, the
eZwl Component of v and the e~(41++9component of i; the
power aaociated with these will' be Re (I:, V&eJl*- 6.1)
averaged over the ensemble of 4, and $,. Since 6,
and -$2 are independent, however, expi(+,
=
expi@! exp
= 0.
.
More generally, the power flow at the rth harliionic
frequency may be considered to be the sum of a number of
different power flows, one associated with each distinct'
pair
. .
..
. . ..
of integers ml,.ni2, so that~m,:+:in2 = r. . '. '.
: A t this stage let us observe that, in the classic ManleyRowe derivation, for two generators, the generator frequencies w, axldw, are assumed incommensurable. in order
that the various harmonics mlwl nr2wl will be distinct
(and thus the power flows associated with each will be
distinct) for distinct integer pairs nzl, fn2. We have shown
that, for identical el and a2.and it follows for general w,
and w2 as long as we maintain our incoherence assumption,
associated with a distinct integer pair nil, m2 there isdefined
a power Row at frequency nilwl I I I ~ W ~irrespective
;
of
whether other power flows are possible at this frequency.
The requirement of a unique power flow associated with a
pair nz,, n12 is automatically fulfilled in the incommensurable
case (as only one pair of mi, nlz can define any one frequency).
Thus the incoherency assumption is principally for dealing
with the general case, where generator frequencies are not
necessarily incommensurable.
Accordingly the preceding analysis suggests the following.
The incommensurability of generator frequencies in the
Manley-Rowe relation is more meaningfully described by
saying that the generators are incoherent, i.e. their phases are
independent rand0111variables. In the next Section we give a
derivation, essentially a niodificalion of Manley and Rowe's
proof, of the relations under the incoherence, rather than the
.
.
incommensurability, assumption.
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d(o1t)d(w2r) . . . d(o,r) . (5)

P

In order to avoid difficulties associated with time-averaging,
the diswe assume an ensemble average over 4, here, as..in
.
cussion of power flows in Section Z
. .
.
If, for example, p = 2 and wl = w2, then Qd2,.Qil and
Qz0 define three of infinitely many distinct components of q,
all associated with the single frequency 2wl.
Note that, since q is real, we require
Qc,w~= Qi-,>t,r
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We may perform similar expansions on I andv,:the current
through and the voltage across the capacitance, ana:obtain

where, since i = dqldl, using the slowness of the 4; variation;
Ipna= iQ;m,l
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Also

Now we may follow Manley and Rowe and multiply both
, , ~ : assuming interchange
sides of eqn. 8b by ~ I I I ~ Q ~Thus,
ability of summation with integration and the averaging
operation,

+

Using eqn. 3, the reality of q, and eqn. 6, the integrand on
the right-hand side of eqn. 9 simplifies so that, with interchange of integration and averaging,
C,~,)
.X .~ ~ ~ I I Qqn>,)

.

.

The derivation is now identical to that of Reference I. The
integral on the right-hand side is readily found to be zero.
while the use of eqn. 80 and some easy manipulations on the
left-hand side yield

3

Derivation of the relations
Consider a circuit containing a nonlinear capacitance,
together
with time-invariant passive elements and incoherent
generators at frequencies w,, w,. . .. ,w,. Suppose the phases
of the generators Rre 4,. $, . . . , $., These generators will
establish
of ~
ne~aork
the
. . ~ various
~ ~vnlucs
- ~
- variables throughout
'circuit at frequencies, Cnliwi (111, integers). In particular,we
~

i
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\vhere,Pi,,,,) is thepower associated with the components of
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v and i that are mutiplied by e+jxn'g" in the Fourier decom-

positions of these quantities.
Thus from eqn. 10 we obtain

a n extremely small amount, to a frequency w i incommensurable with w,. Then, with the same m,, m2 pairs as
above, mlwl m2w; will approximately equal wl w2.
differing more from w, + w2 for the larger values of m,
and m,. In any case, a filter whose passband is centred at
w,
w, will pass as many significant components in the
incommensurable case as there are significant components in
the conukensuiable case if w; is chosen sufficientlyclose tow,.
Our conclusion is therefore that the problem' associated
with the commensurable frequency case, namely that we
cannot determine all components of power at a given frequency, is paralleled by a problem in the incommensurable
frequency case, namely that we cannot determine all components of power in a given frequency band.
In both cases we are forced to make an engineering
approximation in order to perform calculations, namely that
the magnitudes of the embarrassingcomponents are negligible.
The validity of this assumption will in part depend on the
nature of the reactance nonlinearity and, of course, on the
actualfrequencies involved
For example, if we had a signal at frequency w,, a pump
at frequency w, = 9/8wl, and desired to examine the output
at frequency w3 = 1/8$u1, in terms of the p d h g notation,
we see that output power is made up of components including,
for example, P-lI, Pp, etc., with all possible components
save P-,] corresponding to large ml and/or m,. Accordingly
we might assume that the only significant component was
P-,,, and then apply eqn. 12. If o2were not 9/8wI, but a
frequency extremely close t o 9/8wl, so that w, and w2 were
incommensurable, then we should have to make precisely the
same assumption in this case, if the output filter bandwidth
were such that it passed, for example, P , .

+

+

+

More generally, it is clear tbat

These are the Manley-Rowerelations as originally derived,
provided Phd is suitably interpreted in the case where some
of the w, arenot incommensurable.

4

Practical considerations
Consider a circuit where the generator frequencies are
nominally not incommensurable. For exam~le.
- .we mav have
a generator a t frequency wl, and one at frequency w2 = 2w1,
and we may be interested in the power in a sink a t freauencv
w3 = 3 w , . - ~ h erelations in eqri. 12 apply, if we r e i g n &
that the power at frequency ws is made up of an infinite set
of subcomponents, e.g. P,,, Pt1, PSI etc. In general, we will
be unable to find all these components individually, or their
'sum, by using eqn. 12. How then can eqn. 12 be used in a
practical situation?
The answer lies in the fact that even with incommensurable
frequencies wl, w2 a dBculty analogous to that described
above can arise, and the elimination of the difficultv. thou&
not always possible, can be carried out in roughly coriesponding fashons both when or! and w, are incommensurable and
when they arc not. Accordmgly we shall consider thc difficulty
that arises in the incommensurable case. The extension to
more than two generators is simple, and thus for convenience
we shall restrict discussion to the two-gcnerator case.
It is customary, in the usual Manley-Rowe derivations, to
predicate the use of ideal filters-ideal in the sense that one
and onlv one freauencv is ~assed.The incoherence
- of
. the
voltages will imply a finite spectral width for each
s o w . and this in turn will reauire the use of nonideal filters.
in practice, any filter used will have a finite bandwidth. under any sensibledefinition of bandwidth. and accordingly we are led t o drop the ideal filter assumption. But now,
even if wl and w2 are inwnunensurable, any filter that i s
designed t o pass, for example, wl w2 must also pass
components at frequency mlwl m2w2, where ml and m,
are such that mlwl m2w2 and o, w, are approximately
wual.
-practically, these other components will act to all intents
and purposes like noise perturbing the filter output signal at
frequency wl f w2. ~ r a k i c a l l yalso, the narrower the filter
passband, the higher will be the values of m, and m2 which
enable mlwl m202 to fall within the passband of the
filter, and thus also the smaller the magnitude of the perturbing signal. Thus, when we write the Manley-Rowe relations
applying, for example, t o an upconvertor, and assume that
Dower flow occurs at onlv three discrete freauencies. we are
l h e r e n t ~ yneglecting power flows a t frequeniies close t o the
three considered. on the mounds that the magnitudes of these
power flows are hegligibie.
Of course, this may not be the care in a given situation, but
in theory we can certainly analyse a given situation and
estimate whether this is the case. Note, however, that the
exact nature of the reactance nonlinearity will now be important in such an estimation.
Having dealt with the case of incommensurable wl and w2,
it is now relatively easy t o see what happens when wl and wz
are commensurable. Under these conditions there will be
infinitely many components of power at frequency o, w,,
with smaller magnitudes the larger m, and m2 are, where
m t w l m2w2 = w,
w,. Now suppose w2 is changed, by
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Conclusions
To summarise, we observe that the incommensurability
condition of the Manlev-Rowe relations is more accuratelv
described as a conditioh on the sources-that they be 'intiherent' rrenerators. The use of solelv incommensurable
frequenc.& in earlier derivations meanitthat this was automatically the case; by explicitly postulating the requirement,
commensurable frequencies can be considered too. With this
assumvtion the derivation of Manley and Rowe can be
modilikd to yield the result (eqn. 12)' The difficulties associated with the existence of an infinite number of power
components at certain frequencies, when the exit& frequencies are not incommensurable, highlight an approximation normally made in the application of the relations, namely
that certain frequency components are negligible in magnitude. Moreover, this approximation has been masked by the
assumption of Fsters with infinitely narrow passbands.
The validitv of the aooroximation wiU.. in Dart.
- .&vend on
the nature i f the nonlinearity of the reactive d~ement;
oualitativelv the a~nroximationamounts to disregarding
&urbatiois of i&&ant frequency components b?nois&
like' signals.
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